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Experience hunting at its best!
All hunting enthusiasts and lovers of nature should now save the date of the hunting and
fishing days which will take place from 2nd to 5th October 2014 at Residenz Ellingen.
This trade fair has already become well-established in its first year. Says exhibition director
Hubertus Reich: “I am overwhelmed by the enormously positive response of the great
number of exhibitors. This is clear evidence that our concept of trying something new in this
area is successful!” Participation of the hunting weapon industry is indeed extraordinary:
Renowned manufacturers from Germany and abroad such as Blaser, Krieghoff, Browning,
Holland & Holland, Cosmi, etc. present their exclusive weapons in the historic atmosphere of
the Residenz. Small but highly skilled gunsmiths from Germany, Austria, Italy, England,
Belgium, etc. are present as well as the first league of optical instrument providers: Zeiss,
Kahles, Minox, Kowa, Schmidt & Bender, to name just a few. The varied offer is completed
by a great number of other exhibitors. From hunting equipment to deerstands, from leather
trousers to hunting jewellery, from the work tool to the off-road vehicle - it’s fun to get
informed and to shop here. A diverse cultural framework programme which includes, among
others, the St. Hubertus mass in the Baroque church of the Residenz, celebrated by His
Excellency Dr Gregor Maria Hanke OSB Bishop of Eichstätt, a ceremonial address by H.R.H.
Prince Leopold of Bavaria about “Hunting at House Wittelsbach”, international wind
ensembles, mountain troops and traditional German Böllerschützen, hunting dogs, raptors
etc. will make your visit an unforgettable experience for the whole family. And make sure
not to miss out on our hall of hunting tour operators. Here you will find a unique selection of
travel businesses from around the world on over 1,000m². An authentic Africa biotope and
the rustic Safari Bar create a real “camp” atmosphere.
For detailed information visit us at www.jagdundfischereitage.de

